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The distribution y(c, n) of de Bruijn sequences of order n and linear complexity c 
is investigated. Some new results are proved on the distribution of de Bruijn 
sequences of low complexity, i.e., their complexity is between 2”-’ + n and 
2”-‘+2”-2. It is proved that for n>5 and 2”-‘+n<c<2”-‘+2”-2, y(c,n)zO 
(mod 4). It is shown that for n 4 11, y(2”-’ + n, n) > 0. It is also proved that 
~(2”~’ +2”-‘, n)>4?(2”-‘- 1, n-2) and we give a recursive method to generate 
de Bruijn sequences of complexity 2”- ’ + 2” *. 0 1985 Academic PM, I~C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The de Bruijn sequences have many applications- in communication 
systems. They have many desirable properties such as long period and 
predictability. A comprehensive survey on those properties can be found in 
[ 11. Outline of past work about the construction of those sequences can be 
found in [a]. The linear complexity C(S) of a sequence S is one of the 
measures of its predictability. This paper deals with the distribution of 
binary de Bruijn sequences of low linear complexity. 
In the sequel we need the following definitions and notation: 
Let sls2 ..., denote a string of binary digits. A cyclic, or closed, string is 
called a sequence and is denoted by S = [s,,sr * . . sk _ I 1, where k = I(S) is 
the length of S. The order of a sequence S = [sOs, ... Sk- r] is the least 
integer n such that the n-tuples Vi = (sj, si+ , ,..., .si+“- 1), 0 < i < k - 1, with 
subscripts taken modulo k, are all distinct. Such sequences can be viewed 
as k-cycles from a feedback shift-register of n-stages, where the n-tuples Vi 
are successive states of the register (or of the sequence). 
Two sequences S1 and S, are said to be equivalent, S, ‘u S2, if one is a 
cyclic shift of the other. 
A sequence S of length 2” and order n is called a de Bruijn sequence. 
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Note, that each of the possible 2” n-tuples appears exactly once as a state 
of S. The set of all de Bruijn sequences of order n will be denoted by KS(n). 
The complement CS and the reverse rS of a string S= sOs, . . sk , are 
defined by 
cs=s,s, “‘Sk -, where Sj is the binary complement of s, 
and 
rS=s,-,...s,s,. 
Note that the operators c and r commute. S is called a CR-sequence if 
cS-rS. Every sequence S= [sOs, . . ’ sk _ , ] satisfies a linear recursion of 
degree m < k. 
Sitn, + 2 ajSi+,-j=O, i 2 0. 
j=l 
In terms of a shiji operator E, defined by 
Esi=si+l, 
the linear recursion takes the form 
Em + f a,E” pi si = 0, i> 0. 
j= 1 
Let f(E) si = 0, i 3 0, be the linear recursion of least degree satisfied by S. 
Then the complexity C(S) of S is defined as the degree off(E) viewed as a 
polynomial in E. 
The following facts obtained in [2-41: 
FACT 1. SE DS(n) implies CSE DS(n), ISE DS(n), and C(S) = C(cS) = 
C(rS). If S is a CR-sequence, so are cS and rS. 
FACT 2. Let y(c, n) denote the number of de Bruijn sequences of order n 
and complexity c. Then, 
(i) for n B 3, y(c, n) = 0 (mod 2), 
(ii) y(c, n) = 0 (mod 4) f or all c and n such that n 2 3 and cn is even. 
(iii) for all n > 4, ~(2” - 1, n) - 0 (mod 8). 
(iv) for all k> 3, ~(2’~ - 1, n) = 0 (mod 16). 
FACT 3. Let 6(c, n) denote the number of de Bruijn sequences, which are 
not CR-sequences, of order n and of complexity c. Then, for n 2 4, 6(c, n) = 0 
(mod 4). 
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FACT 4. De Bruijn CR-sequences exists only for odd n. 
FACT 5. ScDS(n) implies 2”-‘+n<C(S)62”-1. 
FACT 6. For n<6, y(2”P1+n,n)>0. 
The following conjectures are due to Chan et al. [3]: 
Conjecture 1. For n > 4, y( c, n) = 0 (mod 4). 
Conjecture 2. The lower bound for the complexities of de Bruijn 
sequences of order n is attained for all n, that is y(2”-’ + n, n) > 0. 
Conjecture 3. At least half of the de Bruijn sequences of order n have 
maximum complexity, that is, ~(2” - 1, n) 2 2*“-’ ~ ‘- ‘. 
In this paper we concentrate on the distribution of de Bruijn sequences 
of low complexity, i.e., their complexity is between 2”-’ + n and 
2”-‘+2”-*. In Section2 we prove that for n25 and 2”-‘+n<c< 
2”-’ + 2”-‘, y(c, n) ~0 (mod 4). In Section 3, we show that for n < 11, 
~(2”~ ’ + n, n) > 0 and give a conjecture about the structure of de Bruijn 
sequences of minimal complexity 2” - ’ + n. In Section 4, we show that 
~(2”~ ’ + 2”- 2, n) > 4y(2”-‘- 1, n - 2) and we give a recursive method to 
generate de Bruijn sequences of complexity 2”- ’ + 2”-*. 
2. ON THE VALUE OF y(c,n) FOR 2”-‘+n<c<2”P’+2”-2 
In this section we prove that y(c, n) 3 0 (mod 4) for c such that 
2”- ’ + n 6 c < 2”- ’ + 2”- *. First, we need some definitions and lemmas 
and a theorem. 
The companion I/’ of a state I/= (v,, u2 ,..., u,- I, u,) is defined by 
Two sequences S1 and S2 are said to be adjacent if they are state disjoint 
and there exists a state V on S1 whose companion V’ is on S2. A sequence 
S is said to be reducible if there exists a state V on S whose companion V’ 
is also on S. 
THEOREM 1 [l]. Two adjacent sequences S, and Sz, with V on S, and V 
on Sz, are joined into a single sequence when the predecessors of V and V 
are interchanged. A reducible sequence S is split into two sequences when the 
predecessors of V and V’ on S are interchanged. 
The first two lemmas present a characterization of CR-sequences. 
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LEMMA 1 [4]. A sequence S is a CR-sequence if and only ifs 2: [X rcX], 
for some X. S = rcS if and only if S = [X r&l’], for some X. 
LEMMA 2. Let SE DS(n). S is a CR-sequence if and only ifs N [ YX rcX 
rcYX rcX], where I(X) = (n - 1)/2 and there is no representation S N 
[ZQ rcQ rcZQ rcQ], where Z(Q) = (n - I)/2 and X# Q. 
Proof: (i) If SE [YXrcXrcYXrcX] then SE [rcXYXrcXrcYX] = 
[TrcT], where T= [rcXYX] and, by Lemma 1, cS2:rS. 
(ii) If cS=rS then by Lemma 1, SC [UrcU]= [PYXrcXrcYrcP], 
where Z(P) = Z(X) = (n - 1)/2. Each (n - 1 )-tuple appears exactly twice in S. 
Since (XrcX)=rc(XrcX). S- [UrcU] and the (n- I)-tuple (XrcX) 
appears exactly twice in S, we have X= rcP. Hence, SE [rcXYXrcX 
rc YX] N [ YX rcX rc YX rcX]. 
Assume Se [ZQ rcQ rcZQ rcQ], where Z(Q) = (n - 1)/2 and Xf Q. 
Letting F= [rcQZQ], we obtain S2: [FrcF] N [ UrcU], where F# U and 
F # rcU, contradicting the observation that the unique runs of n ZEROS 
and n ONES should be in the same distance from the middle of [FrcF] 
and [U rcU]. Q.E.D. 
The image im(S) of a sequence S defined in [S] is the set of states of S. 
Two sequences S, and S, are said to be two pair-cycles if the following 
properties hold: 
(P.l) I(SJ=I(&)=2”-1. 
(P.2) im(S,)nim(S,)=@. 
(P.3) im(S,) u im(S,) = B”, where B” is the set of all binary n-tuples. 
(P.4) S, ‘v rcS,. 
Assume S, and S; are two pair-cycles and V= (X rcXb), Z(X) = (n - 1)/2, 
b E (0, I}, is a state of S,. Then rcV= (6XrcX) E im(S,), and since 
im(S,)nim(S,)=fa, V’=(XrcXb)~im(S,). Hence, S,~[YxrcXb] and 
Sz N [6X rcX rcY]. Applying Theorem 1 to V and v’ we obtain the 
sequence S- [XrcXbYXrcXrcYb]= [rcXbYXrcXrcY6X] = [ZrcZ], 
where Z= [rcXbYX]. By (P.l)-(P.3) and Lemma 1, S is a deBruijn 
CR-sequence. By Lemma 2, it can be easily verified that all the de Bruijn 
CR-sequences can be constructed by this method. 
The following three lemmas present some known results: 
LEMMA 3 [3]. Zf SE DS(n), n > 3, then S 24 cS. 
LEMMA 4 [4]. Zf S is a sequence of even length, and S N rS, then S takes 
one of the following forms: 
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(i) S 2 [XrX). 
(ii) SE [brXb,rX], 6i, b2E (0, 11. 
LEMMA 5. Let Si, iE { 1,2}, be a sequence which constructed by applying 
Theorem 1 to the states Vi and Vi, ie { 1, 2}, of the adjacent sequences S(‘) 
and SC*). If V, # V, and V, # V2, then S, & Sz. 
LEMMA 6. Zf S, and S2 are pair-cycles from an n-stage shift-register, 
n 2 5, then 
(i) S1 & rS,. 
(ii) S, & cS,. 
Proof: Since S, N rcS2, im(S,) n im(S,) = 0 and im(S,) u im(S,) = B”, 
it follows that S1 has a unique run of n ZEROS or ONES, and a unique 
run of n - 2 ZEROS or ONES. Let Y and Z be those runs, respectively. 
(i) Assume S, %rS,. By Lemma 4 we have S, z [rXYXZ]. One of 
the states (001”-400), and (110”-411) is in im(S,). Let V be this state. 
Since rV= V it follows that V appears twice in Si, which contradicts the 
fact that S, is a sequence from an n-stage shift-register. Hence S1 & rS,. 
(ii) Assume S, -cS,, then CY is also in S1 which contradicts the 
observation that S, has a unique run of n ZEROS or ONES. Hence 
s1 & cs,. Q.E.D. 
Next, we show that de Bruijn CR-sequences of order n, and complexity 
c, 2”-’ + n < c < 2”- ’ + 2” - * can be partitioned into equivalence classes of 
order 4. To this end, we need the following algorithm. 
Games and Chan [6] derived an algorithm for computing the com- 
plexity C(S) of a sequence S of length 2”. From this algorithm we can 
easily compute the complexity of those sequences. 
The input to the Games and Chan algorithm is a sequence S of length 
l(S) = 2”. If s # o*“, the complexity c of S is computed recursively as 
follows. Initially, set c, = 0 and A, = S. At a typical step of the algorithm 
the left half of A,, L(A,)= [a,... azm-l_ i], is added to the right half, 
R(A,,)= [a,+,... a2m- 1], the result being a sequence B,, of length 2”- ‘. 
If B,n = 02m-‘, A, is replaced by A,- 1 = L(A,) and the complexity is left 
unchanged, i.e., c,,- , = c,. If B, # 0 2m-’ A, is replaced by A, _ , = B, and 
c, is replaced by c,,-, = c, -t 2”-‘. The complexity of S is given by 
C(S) = cg + 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let SE DS(n), be a CR-sequence with 2”-’ +n < C(S) < 
2”- ’ + 2” - *. Then S takes the form S N- [ZX rcXQ Y rc Y rcQX rcX rcZY 
rcY], where I(X)=l(Y)=(n-1)/2 and l(Z)=l(Q)=2”-*-n+ 1. 
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Proof: S is a CR-sequence. Hence, by Lemma 2 S N [ TY rcYrcTY 
KY], where Z(Y) = (n - 1)/2. Since 2”-’ + n < C(S) < 2”- ’ + 2”- ?, then by 
the Games and Chan algorithm n < C( [ T+ rcTO”- ‘1) < 2” 2, and hence 
[T+rcTO”-‘1 = [AY-l~“-l], where 1(F)=2”-2-n+ 1. Therefore, S= 
[ZPQYrcYrcQrcPrcZYrcY], where 1(Z)=I(Q)=2”-‘-n+ 1, 1(P)= 
n - 1, and P= rcP. Since P= rcP, then by Lemma 1 P= [XrcX], where 
I(X) = (n - 1)/2. Hence, S takes the required form. Q.E.D. 
Let SE o,!?(n), be the CR-sequence with 2” - ’ + n 6 C(S) < 2”- ’ + 2” 2, 
which by Lemma 7 takes the form [ZXrcXQY rcY rcQXrcX rcZY rc Y], 
where /(X)=Z(Y)=(n-1)/2 and f(Z)=I(Q)=2”-‘-n+ 1. Let oSdenote 
the sequence that obtained from S by applying Theorem 1 twice: first to the 
states (Y rcY0) and (Y rcY1 ), and then to the states (XrcXO) and 
(X rcX1 ), i.e., OS ‘v [Q Y rc YZX rcX rcZY rc Y rcQX rcX]. 
Let G denote the group generated by the operators c and o on de Bruijn 
CR-sequences with complexity between 2”- ’ + n and 2”- i + 2”-’ - 1. It is 
easy to verify that G is commutative. 
LEMMA 8. G = {e, c, o, co>, where e is the identity operator. For n > 5 
and for each de Bruijn CR-sequence S = [ZX rcXQ Y rc Y rcQX rcX rcZY 
rcY] with 2”- ’ + n 6 C(S) < 2”- ’ + 2”- 2, GS consists of four pairwise 
inequivalent de Bruijn CR-sequences with the same complexity. 
Proof The given representation of G follows from the commutativity of 
G and the fact that for each g E G, g” = e. 
It is also easy to verify that each operator of G preserves the defining 
property of de Bruijn sequences and, hence, GSc DS(n). By Fact 1, 
Lemma 1, and since OS- [rcXQYrcYZXrcXrcZY rcYrcQX] = [TrcT], 
where T= [rcXQY rc YZX], all the sequences in GS are CR-sequences. 
By Lemma 3 S & CS and OS & co& and by Lemma 5, S & OS and 
CS & COS. Hence, to prove that GS consists of four inequivalent sequences, 
it suffices to show that S & COS (which also implies CS & OS). 
Assume S- coS, i.e., 5’2. [ZXrcXQYrcYrcQXrcXrcZYrcY] N 
[cQcYrYcZcXrXrZcYrYrQcXrX]=coS. 
By Lemma 2, S can be represented as S 2: [U rcU] in exactly two ways. 
Therefore, if S, = [rcY rcQX rcXrcZY] then one of the following holds: 
(i) S1 = [rcYrcQXrcXrcZY] = CrXrZcYrYrQcX]. 
(ii) S,=[rcYrcQXrcXrcZY]=[rXcQcYrYcZcX]. 
If (i) holds then cQ = Z and c Y = X. Hence, S, = [rX rZX rcX rcZ cX] 
and cS, N S1. Since S, and rcS, are the pair-cycles that form S, it con- 
tradicts Lemma 6. 
If (ii) holds then rQ = Q, rZ= Z, and cY= X. Hence, S, = [rX rcQX 
rcX rcZ cX] and rS1 = [rcXcZ cX rX cQ X] = [rcX rcZ cX rX rcQ X] 2 
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Sr. Since S1 and rcS, are the pair-cycles that form S, it contradicts 
Lemma 6. Hence, S ti coS. 
By Fact 1, C(cS) = C(S). Therefore, to complete the proof it suffices to 
show that C(oS) = C(S). By the Games and Chan algorithm C(S)= 
2”-‘+C([Z+rcQO”-‘Q+rcZO”-‘1) = 2”-*+C([Z+rcQO”-‘1) and 
C(oS) = 2”-’ + C([Q + rcZO”-lZ + rcQO”-‘1) = 2”-’ + C([Z + 
rcQ0” ~ ’ ] ). Q.E.D. 
From Lemmas 7 and 8, together with Fact 3 we infer 
THEOREM 2. For n>5 and 2"-1+n<c<2"-1+2n-2, y(c,n)sO 
(mod 4). 
3. ON THE VALUE OF y(2”-‘+n,n) 
Chan et al. [3] showed that the lower bound 2”-’ + n for the com- 
plexities of de Bruijn sequences of order n is attained for n < 6. They found 
that y(12,4) =4, ~(21, 5) = 8, and y(38,6) =448. In this section we show 
that the lower bound for the complexities of de Bruijn sequences of order n 
is attained for ail n < 11. 
First, we give examples of de Bruijn sequences of minimal complexity for 
n = 7 and n = 8. These de Bruijn sequences were generated after forming 
Conjecture A, which is given below, and applying Theorem 1 to the 
sequences of complexity n + 1 which are mentioned in Conjecture A. 
EXAMPLE 1. n=7, C(S,)=71; 
S, = [lllOllll 10001001 10010000 01110110 
01101110 01110000 00010001 10001111 
00101111 01001001 01010000 10110110 
10101110 10110000 11010001 01001111]. 
EXAMPLE 2. n=8, C(S,)=136; 
S,=[00011111 11100001 00011110 11110101 
00001010 10110101 01001010 11110001 
00001110 11100000 01011011 10100100 
01001011 10110100 01011111 10100000 
10011111 01100001 10011110 01110101 
10001010 00110101 11001010 01110001 
10001110 01100000 11011011 00100100 
11001011 00110100 11011111 00100000] 
Next, we give examples of de Bruijn sequences of minimal complexity for 
9 < n 6 11, in terms of the feedback shift-registers that form the sequences. 
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Let f2(x1, x2,..., xs) be the feedback function of the register which 
generates Sz. The feedback functions which generate the sequences for 
9 <n ,< 11 are given in recursive form (Those recursive functions are similar 
to the functions in [7]). 
EXAMPLE 3. n=9, C(S,)=265; 
&(x1 7 x2,..-, x9)=x9+f*t-(xI+x*), (x*+x3)Y-9 (x*+x9)1 
+ x2x~xc,~~x~x7x~$,. 
In binary representation S3 is written 
s3 = [0001010101OOOOO1 1110101101011001 
1111001100100110 0111001101011110 
0000101101OOOOOO 0110110100111000 
0111001011011000 0110101011OOOOOO 
1110101001000001 0001010001011001 
0000110000100110 1000110001011110 
1111010001OOOOO0 1001001000111000 
1000110111011000 1001010111OOOOOO 
0001010110111110 1110101110100110 
1111001111011001 0111001110100001 
0000101110111111 0110110111000111 
0111001000100111 0110101000111111 
1110101010111110 0001010010100110 
0000110011011001 1000110010100001 
1111010010111111 1001001011000111 
1000110100100111 1001010100111111]. 
EXAMPLE 4. n = 10, C(S,) = 522; 
f4(Xl> x2,.-> x10) =x10 +f3C(x1 +x2), (x2 +x,L (x9+x10)1 
- - - - - - 
+ x2x3x4x5~6~7x8x9x10 
+xxxxxxxxx 7 9 
- - 
2 3 4 5 6 8 10 +xxxxx~Fxxo. 234567891 
EXAMPLE 5. n = 11, C(S,) = 1035; 
f5bI 3 X2Y.Y x1*)=x11 +f4C(x1 +x2), (x2+x3),..., (x10+x11)1 
-- - 
+ x2x3x4x5x6x7xS~9x10xll 
+ x2x3x4x5x6x7x8~9x10xll 
_ _--- 
+ x2x3x4~Sx6x7x8x9x10xll~ 
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For n = 12, this recursive construction does not work on S5, but we con- 
jecture that there are de Bruijn sequences of minimal complexity which can 
be obtained by a similar recursion for every n >, 12. 
To end this section we state that we found a large number of de Bruijn 
sequences of order n, 7 < n < 11 and minimal complexity 2”- ’ + n which all 
have one common property which we state in 
Conjecture A. Each de Bruijn sequence of order n and of minimal com- 
plexity 2”-’ + n can be split into 2”- r’og(n+l)l (where log is in base 2 and 
ra] is the smallest integer which is not smaller from a) sequences of length 
2r’og(n+ ‘I1 and of complexity n + 1, after 2”- r’“g(n + ‘)I - 1 applications of 
Theorem 1. 
Conjecture A is valid for 3 Q n < 5, and for all the de Bruijn sequences of 
minimal complexity which we check for n = 6. The number of de Bruijn 
sequences of order n and of minimal complexity 2”- ’ + n, that we found 
leads to 
Conjecture B. For n > 5, ~$2”~ ’ + n) G 0 (mod 2*“-r’0g”1-2+ 2). 
4. ON THE VALUE OF y(2”p’+2”-2, n) 
Chan et al. [3] showed that de Bruijn sequences of order n and of 
maximum complexity 2” - 1 can be easily obtained. From the values of 
~(2” - 1, n) for n < 6, they conjectured that ~(2” - 1, n) > 22”-‘-“-1. In this 
section we show a recursive method to obtain at least two de Bruijn 
sequences of order n and of complexity 2”- ’ + 2”- ’ from each de Bruijn 
sequence of order n - 2 and complexity 2” ~ 2 - 1. 
First, we need the following definitions and lemmas: 
The weight W(S) of a sequence S is the number of ONES in S. For 
sequences of length 2” and even weight we define the subparity, sp(S), of S 
as the parity of the number of ONES in the even (or odd) positions of S, 
i.e., 
sp(S)=s,+s,+s,+ ... +s2”L2=s1+s3+s5+ *.. +s,.-,. 
A sequence S is said to be se&dual if S= cS. The sub-complement scS of 
a string S=sosls2s3s4s5s~ ..‘, iS defined by 
scs=s,s,s,s,s,s~s,~~~. 
Note, that for a sequence S, usually scS is a set that contains two 
sequences, but if I(S) = 2”, n >, 2, and S is a self-dual sequence then scS is 
defined uniquely. 
LEMMA 9 [3]. Let S be a sequence of length 2”. C(S) = 2”-’ + 1 if and 
only if S = [X CX] for some X. 
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LEMMA 10 [4]. For a sequence S of length 2”, C(S) = 2” - 1 if and only 
ifsp(S) = 1. 
LEMMA 11 [3]. For a sequence S of length 2”, C(S) = 2” if and only if 
W(S) is odd. 
For the construction we also need the operator D = E + 1, which was 
described by Lempel [7]. This operator effects a two-to-one map from B” 
to B”- ‘, and has an important part in recursive constructions of de Bruijn 
sequences, e.g., [S, 71. For a sequence S= [s,, s,, s2 ,..., Sk-i], 
If W(S) is even, then the inverse images of S are two complementary 
sequences given by 
k-2 
D-‘S= O,so,s,,+sl ,..., 1, l+s,, l+sO+s, ,..., l+ 1 s, . 
i=O 
If W(S) is odd, then the inverse image of S is a self-dual sequence given by 
k-2 k-2 
D-‘S= O,so,so+sl ,..., C si, 1, l+s,, l+so+sl ,..., l+ C si . 
i=O r=O II 
It should be mentioned that C(S) = C(DS) + 1. Consider the case of a 
sequence S= [s,, So,..., s2”- 1] of length 2” and of even weight which is the 
case if S is a de Bruijn sequence. The operation of D2 = (E + 1)2 = E2 + 1 
on S has effect on the even (odd) positions of S as the effect of D on S, = 
[so, s 2 ,..., s~“-~] and on S2 = [s,, s3 ,..., s2”- i]. If sp(S) = 0, then the inverse 
images of S are two pairs of complementary sequences given by 
0,0,so,s,,so+s2,s,+sj,..., 
[ 1, 1, 1 +s,, 1 +s,, 1 +s,+s,, 1 +s,+s, )..., 1 
2”-lLl 2”-!-, 
+ C sZi9 l+ C 
i=O i=O 1 s2i+l > 
[ 
2”-‘- 1 *nml-l 
0, 1, so, 1 +s,, so +sz, 1 + $1 +s, ,...) 1 s2;, 1 + c .s2i+ 1 ) 
i=O i=O I 
[ 
2nmi-1 pm’- 1 
LO, 1 +s,, Sl, 1 +so+s2, s1 +s, )...) 1 + c s*i, 1 s*i+r . 
i=O i=O II 
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If sp(S) = 1, then the inverse images are two self-dual sequences Sr and S2 
which also satisfy SCS, z S,; 
y-1-1 2n-lp1 
D-2S= 0,0,so,s1,so+s2,s~+s~ ,..., iTo ‘2iT Jlo s2i+ 1, 
1, 1, 1 +s,, 1 ssr, 1 +s,+s*, 1 +sl +s, ).,.) 1 
7-l- 1 28-L-, 
+ C s2i, 1 + 1 S2r+1 > 
I=0 i=O 1 
[ 
p-1-1 p-1-1 
0, l,so,l +s,,s,+s,, 1 +s,+sj )...) 1 s2;, 1+ 1 SZiil, 
i=O i=O 
1,0,1+~0,s,,1+s,+s,,s,+s, ,...) l+ c ‘“::i ls2i3 ‘“:$i ’ s2i+ I]}. 
Next, we give the construction. Let SE DS(n - 2), where C(S) = 
2”-‘- 1. Applying D-r on S, we construct two sequences S, and cS1 of 
order n- 1, of length 2n-2, and of complexity 2nP2, where im( 
im(cS,) = B”-‘. By Lemma 11, W(S) is odd and W(cS) is odd. Applying 
D-’ to S, and to cS,, we construct two sequences S2 and S3 of order n, of 
length 2”-‘, and of complexity 2”-2+ 1, where im(S,) wim(S,)= B”. By 
Lemma 9, Sz = [XcX] for some X and S3 = [Y cY] for some Y. If 
I/E im(S,) and v’ E im(S,), then S, N [ VZ cVCZ], S, N [ V’Q CT/’ cQ], for 
some Z and Q, where Z(Z)=/(Q)= 2”-2--n. Now, we can apply 
Theorem 1 to S2 and S, and obtain S4 = [ VZ cVCZV’Q cl” cQ]. By 
the Games and Chan algorithm C( S,) = 2”- ’ + C( [ V+ V’Z + Q cl/+ 
cV’cZ+cQ]) = 2”-‘+C([V+V’Z+QV+V’Z+Q]) = 2”-‘+C([V+ 
v’Z+ Q]). 
Another way to construct S2 and S, is by applying D ~ 2 to S. Consider 
the states V= (u,, u2 ,..., un), ui=O, ui+ L =0 for i= 1 (mod 4) and ui= 1, 
ui+l =l for i-3 (mod4), and U=(U~,U~,...,U,,), ui=O, ui+,=Ofor i-2 
(mod 4) and ui = 1, ui+, = 1 for ir 0 (mod 4). Evidently, if YE im(S,) then 
scV= UE im(S,). Since V and V’ are the two possible successors of U, V’ E 
im(S,) and we can apply the above construction. This and the facts that I/ 
begins with a ZERO and S, = [X rcX] also imply that sc[ VZl ] = 
[UPO]= [IVQ], where Z(P)=2”-2-n. Hence, if W([VZ])-a (mod2), 
then W(se[ VZ]) 5 Q (mod 2), and W( [ V’Q]) - a + 1 (mod 2). Therefore, 
W([V+ V’Z+Q]) is odd and by Lemma 11, C([V+ V’Z+Q])=2”-2 
and hence C(S,) = 2”- ’ + 2”- 2. 
In the above discussion we can take V = (ul, u2,..., u,) and U = 
(UI, UZ,...r u,) in three other ways: 
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3. PROOF OF COROLLARY 2 
There are several easy ways to prove Corollary 2. One way is, in the 
proof of Theorem 1, to replace the call to Theorem 3 by a call to the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4 ([2]). Let p be a connected semilinear incidence structure 
satisyying (hl), (h2), (h4), and 
(h3’) .for any point x and line m not containing 
x, t(x, m) E (0, 2}. 
Then for some set X and some integer i, p is isomorphic to the incidence 
structure having (i - 1 )-subsets of X as points, i-subsets of X as lines, and set 
inclusion as the incidence relation. 
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positions. Hence, the sequences of D -‘S(‘) are different from the sequences 
of D-2S”) in at least eight positions. Therefore, the generated sequences 
from S(‘) and St2’ are pairwise inequivalent. Q.E.D. 
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